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1. INTRODUCTION 
1 .l. Numerical Dynamics-A New Discipline 
A. Approximation aspects of invariant manifold theory, especially computational techniques 
for determining invariant circles, orbits connecting equilibria, invariant tori, and inertial 
manifolds, have obtained enormous attention over the past ten years. If such geomet- 
rical/dynamical configurations in the phase space are subject to so-called hyperbolicity 
conditions, then they persist under discretization. The underlying fact is that they cannot 
be perturbed away by small perturbations. Since any discretization is a parameterized 
family of small perturbations (with the stepsize as parameter), persistence proofs from 
classical qualitative theory can be adapted to discretizations and lead to persistence re- 
sults in numerical analysis. 
B. What was said about distinguished geometrical/dynamical configurations can be repeated 
about the general structure of the equation. As far as possible, any type of invariants and 
any kind of structural properties of the original dynamical system should be reflected in 
the approximating dynamical system. This requires a careful choice of the discretization 
method. Examples include symplectic Runge-Kutta methods that contributed much to 
sharp estimates in long-term integration of mechanical systems. 
C. Numerical/computer simulation gives rise to conjectures on the qualitative behaviour of 
the original equation and thus leads to reverse perturbation problems where the effect of 
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rounding errors also has to be taken into consideration. Conjectures set up by computers 
can often be solved by using classical qualitative theory when combined with interval 
arithmetics. This is a topic of rigorous numerics or reliable computation. Examples 
include computer-assisted proofs for the existence of horseshoe-type chaos in the Lorenz 
system. It is well possible that, in a few years or so, chaos-checking computer programs 
will become part of standard software. 
Points A-C above describe a change of paradigm in a nutshell. A new discipline, numerical 
dynamics, was born. The development has already reached virtually all results/problems and all 
types of evolution equations discussed in the two basic monographs of Arnold [2,3]. However, it 
is not an easy task to give references. Numerical dynamics is a very active and rapidly evolving 
field of research. We suggest the textbook of Stuart and Humphries [4] to start with. It is 
a particularly good introduction to Point A. The bibliography contains almost 400 items. As 
for Point B, we recommend the monograph of Calvo and Sanz-Serna [5] on the numerics of 
Hamiltonian systems. We do not know of any systematic presentation of Point C and refer to 
recent issues of the Journal of Reliable Computation instead. See also recent and forthcoming 
papers by W.-J. Beyn, M. Blank, L. Dieci, T. Eirola, B. Hassard, P. Kloeden, Ming-Chia Li, 
J. Lorenz, C. Lubich, K. Mischaikow, M. Mrozek, K. Nipp, K. Palmer, S. Reich, D. Stoffer, 
J.-M. Sanz-Serna, A. Stuart, A. Szymczak, W. Troy, J. Yorke, P. Zgliczynski, and Jianhe Zhang. 
The above list is certainly not without any partiality-nevertheless, at least with respect to 
ordinary differential equations, these authors represent mainstreams in numerical dynamics. 
1.2. Computing Invariant Manifolds for Ordinary Differential Equations 
Now we return to Point A, in particular, to discretizing invariant manifolds. It is well known 
that, for stepsize sufficiently small, the saddle-point structure about hyperbolic equilibria persists 
under discretization. Hyperbolic periodic orbits are preserved as invariant curves. A great number 
of theoretical results were proved and effective numerical schemes developed. (The same is true 
for stable/unstable manifolds of hyperbolic equilibria as well as for transversal orbit connections 
between them. See the corresponding references in [4].) Both in logical and chronological order, 
the next manifold configurations to be investigated were invariant tori. To compute invariant 
tori, several numerical schemes were presented recently [6-81. Though partially based on different 
theoretical approaches, each of these schemes is effective in the exponentially attracting case and 
very promising in the saddle-like case. Convergence of a scheme (existence of an invariant torus 
for the discretized equation O(F)-near to the original one-h is the stepsize and p is the order 
of the method) was proved in the exponentially attracting case [9]. 
Hyperbolic periodic orbits and exponentially attracting invariant tori are examples of normally 
hyperbolic compact invariant manifolds. The latter is the class of those compact invariant man- 
ifolds that persist under any Cl-small perturbations. To the best of our knowledge, the first 
numerical scheme for computing normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifolds of arbitrary 
type is due to Broer et al. [lo-121. They investigated the perturbation of normally hyperbolic 
compact invariant manifolds in one-parameter families of diffeomorphisms and developed a robust 
algorithm that needs only little specification of the dynamics. Theorem 8 of [12], when applied to 
discretizations, says that general normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifolds persist under 
discretization in the sense that the discretized system contains a normally hyperbolic compact 
invariant manifold in the O(hP)-vicinity of the original one and similarly for unstable/stable 
manifolds. They reconsidered the proof of the underlying abstract persistence result in [l] and 
established an accompanying numerical method. They used simplex-like approximation in repre- 
senting local coordinate charts, combined graph transformation with Newton’s method plus the 
method of continuation, and gave a detailed analysis of the discretization error. Actually, they 
did not make use of the full power of the abstract theory in [l]: one can prove estimates in finer 
topologies and also existence (see Remark 3.1 below) of a numerical asymptotic phase. It would 
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be nice to show if and how the multivalued discretization error analysis [13,14] worked out for 
unstable manifolds of hyperbolic equilibria extends to more general cases of hyperbolicity. 
The aim of the present paper is to provide estimates in finer topologies and thus ensure that finer 
properties also (e.g., local convexity) of invariant manifolds are preserved under discretization. 
The paper is organized as follows. The concept of normal hyperbolicity and the fundamental 
Hirsch et al. result on the persistence of abstract normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifolds 
are described in detail in Section 2.1. Then our main result, a discretized version of the Hirsch 
et al. theorem, is presented. Its proof occupies 90% of the rest of the paper and is subdivided 
into two parts: the ‘existence part’ and the ‘estimates part’. They are given in Sections 3 and 4, 
respectively. The concluding Section 5 contains applications and extensions. Remarkably, the 
proof avoids all advanced concepts from differential topology. The only prerequisites are the 
definitions of manifolds, submanifolds, and their tangent bundles. The concept of splittings of 
the tangent bundle-this is what the definition of normal hyperbolicity is based on-is used only 
in the ‘existence part’ of the proof and only in a rather formal way. For all these and other, more 
advanced concepts of differential topology normal hyperbolicity results are actually based on, see 
the beautiful textbook by Hirsch [15]. The proof of the ‘estimates part’ is based on the existence 
of a special system of pairs of coordinate charts expressing the contracting-expanding nature of 
the dynamics near the original normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifold. The a priori 
knowledge of the existence of its discretized counterpart simplifies this task considerably. 
2. RECONSIDERING THE CONCEPT 
OF NORMAL HYPERBOLICITY FROM 
THE DISCRETIZATION POINT OF VIEW 
2.1. Basic Facts about Normal Hyperbolicity 
Let m 2 0, n > 0, and T > 0 be integers, and let M be an m-dimensional compact C’ manifold 
of R”. Let TM and TMR” denote the tangent bundle of M and the tangent bundle of R* 
over M, respectively. Let )I .I[ denote an arbitrary Finsler on TMR~ (a norm on TPRn, depending 
continuously on p E M). Suppose F is a C’ self-diffeomorphism of R”. The derivative of the Ph 
iterate of F is denoted by TFe, e E N. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that M is an r-normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifold for F 
if M = F(M), TMR~ splits into three TF-invariant continuous subbundles 
TMR~ = NM’” @ TM @ NM,‘, 
and there are positive constants X, X < 1, and Q with the properties as follows. At each p E M, 
the splitting has the form 
TpRn = Np”,, @ T,M @ Np”,’ 
and satisfies . 
))TFe 1 TpM/’ . I)(TF’ 1 N/Vy)-1/ 5 Qxe, for all C E N, and j = O,l,. . . ,T-; 
(l(TFe 1 T,M)-I((’ - llTFe 1 Np”+]l 5 QAe, for all ! E N, and j = O,l,. . . ,T. 
The usual term for what we have defined above is eventual relative r-normal hyperbolicity; see 
Definition 3 in [l, p. 41. 
REMARK 2.1. As everything in Sections l-3 of the present paper, also Definition 1.1 is indepen- 
dent of Finsler 11. II as well as of the choice of the coordinate system on M. The intuitive meaning 
is that the normal behaviour of TF at M is hyperbolic and dominates the tangent behaviour. 
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However, the true geometric meaning of Definition 2.1 is revealed only by Theorem 2.1.A. Actu- 
ally, the proof of Theorem 2.1 (and that of Theorem 2.2) requires the introduction of a special 
coordinate system about M, and the full richness of Definition 2.1 lies within this particular 
coordinate system. For details, see Section 4. 
Let f : R” ---t Rn be a C’ function. Throughout this paper, we make the technical assump- 
tion that f E BC’(R”,R%); i.e., f and its derivatives f;, j&., . ,fz’ are (uniformly, on the 
whole Rn) bounded. Consider now the ordinary differential equation k = f(z), x E R". The 
induced solution flow is denoted by a. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that M is an r-normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifold for 
j_ = f(z) if Q(t,p) E M for all (t,p) E R x M and, for some T # 0, M is r-normally hyperbolic 
for the time-T-diffeomorphism @(T, .). As is guaranteed by the r-normal hyperbolicity version of 
Theorem 2.4 in [l], the particular choice of T is completely irrelevant: r-normal hyperbolicity of 
one time-T-diffeomorphism implies r-normal hyperbolicity for all @(T, .) except @(O, .) = identity. 
Also, the splitting is uniquely defined and independent of T. 
It is a fundamental result in differentiable dynamics that, both for diffeomorphisms and flows, 
normally hyperbolic structures are preserved by small perturbations. We recall Theorem 4.1 
(a)-(d), (f), and (h) of [Il. 
First we introduce some notation and terminology. Given a subset A of R”, the maximal 
negatively and the maximal positively invariant sets in A are defined by 
W”(F,A) = {X E R” 1 Fee(z) E A for all 1 E N} 
and 
W”(F,A) = {X E R” 1 Fe(z) E A for all e E N} , 
respectively. Clearly, WU(F, A) n W”(F, A) is the maximal invariant set in A. A subset B of R” 
is invariant if F(B) = B. Negative and positive invariance means F-‘(B) c B and F(B) c B, 
respectively. The invariant set B c A is negatively, respectively, positively stable with respect 
to F 1 A if for each neighbourhood C of B in A, there is a neighbourhood D of B in A such 
that Fwe(D) c C, respectively, Fe(D) C C for all e E N. The unstable and stable sets of B are 
defined by 
W;(F) = (5 E Rn ) d (F-[(Z), B) + 0 as e + CQ} 
and 
W;(F) = {X E Rn 1 d (F”(z), B) -+ 0 as ! --+ co}, 
respectively, where d(y, B) = inf{ly - bl : b E B} stands for the Euclidean distance between a 
point y and the set B and 1 . 1 denotes the Euclidean norm on R”. 
A parallel collection of definitions can be set up for the solution flow a. Given a subset A 
of R”, define 
W”(f, A) = {CZ E R” I @(-t, XI) E A for all t 2 0)) 
Ws(_f,A)={z~Rn/@(t,z)~Aforallt~O}. 
Further, for any @-invariant set B in Rn, introduce 
W;(f) = {x E R” I d(@(-t,z), B) + 0 as t + cm} 
and 
W&(f) = {X E Rn ) d(Q(t,z), B) + 0 as t + co}. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let F be a C ~ self-diffeomorphism of R n and suppose M is an r-normally 
hyperbolic ompact inyariant C r manifold for F. Then there is an open neighbourhood U of M 
in R n such that we have the following. 
A. Local Unstable and Stable Manifolds. M is negatively stable with respect o F [ W u ( F, U), 
W~(F, U) is a C ~ submanifold of R ~ and is tangent at M to N M,u • TM. Similarly, 
M is positively stable with respect o F [ WS(F, U), Ws(F, U) is a C ~ submanifold 
of R n and is tangent at M to N M's (~ TM. Further, M = W ~ (F, U) N W s (F, U) and 
W"(F, U) C W~(F) ,  WS(F, U) C W~+(F). 
B. Persistence. If F is another C r self-diffeomorphism ofR n and _P is C 1 near to F, then both 
WU(~ ",U) and Ws(F, U) are C r submanifolds of R n, and ]f/I = WU(F, U) f~ WS(~ ",U) is 
an r-normally hyperbolic ompact invariant C ~ manifold for F. Further, M is negatively 
stable with respect o F [ W~(F, U) and W~(_F, U) C W}¢(_P) and similarly, ]VI is posi- 
tively stable with respect o [~ [ W~([ ~, U) and W~(_P, U) C W2)(_F). Finally, W~([  z, U), 
W~(/~, U), and 2f/I is C" near to W~(F, U), W~(F, U), and M, respectively. 
C. Analogous results hold true for flows. In particular, there exists an open neighbourhood V 
of M in R n such that W~(f, V) = W~(f )  n V, W~(f, V) = W~( I )  C~ V, W~(f, V) is 
open in W~i(f),  W~(f, V) is open in W~vt(f) , and the maxima/~b-invariant se in V is M. 
Further, W~(f, V) and W~(f, V) are C ~ submanifolds o fR  n. 
Henceforth, WU(f, V) and W~(f )  are termed as the local and global unstable manifolds of M, 
respectively. (Since 
W~(f )={~5( t ,x )eR  n i t>0 and xcWU( f ,V )} ,  
and O(t, .) is a C~-diffeomorphism for each t, W~( f )  is an immersed C ~ submanifold of R n. In 
general, W~/(f) is not a manifold but-- l ike the numeral 8 in R2--only an immersed submanifotd, 
i.e., the image of an injective immersion of a submanifold.) 
The general theory of normal hyperbolicity was created by Hirsch et aL and, independently, by 
Fenichel in the early 70s. Our basic reference is [1]. The Fenichel approach is reconsidered and 
surveyed by Wiggins [16]. Fenichel mainly investigated flows, while Hirsch et al. focused their 
interest on the diffeomorphism aspects. Despite numerous technical and terminological discrep- 
ancies, the two approaches are basically the same: the same differential-topological framework is 
required and both approaches are based on Hadamard's graph transformation method. 
The aim of this paper is to investigate if and how normally hyperbolic compact invariant 
manifolds are preserved by discretizations. As (one-step) discretizations are a kind of (one- 
parameter families of) small perturbations, we reconsider the Hirsch et al. proof and supply the 
necessary estimates. 
2.2. Discret izat ion and Normal Hyperbol ic ity:  The Main Result  
With the ordinary differential equations ~ = f(x) where f is subject o satisfy all conditions dis- 
cussed prior to Definition 2.2, we consider also a C r discretization mapping ~ : [0, h0] × R n ~ R n 
where ho is a positive constant and, as usual, the C T property of ~ is understood as the existence 
of a C T extension qb defined on an open neighbourhood of [0, h0] × R ~ in R x R n. Assume r > 2 
and let p be an integer with 0 < p < r. We assume that ~ is of order p; i.e., there exists a positive 
constant / (  (depending only on f )  such that 
Iq>(h,x) - ~(h,x)l < Kh p+I, for all h E [0, ho] and x c R '~. 
~r ther ,  we assume that ~ is locally determined in the sense that there is a continuous function 
ca : [0, h0] --~ R + with w(0) = 0 such that, for all h E [0, h0] and x c R ~, ~(h, x) is determined 
solely by the restriction of f to the set {y E R n : lY - xl -< w(h)}. (Many of the results we refer 
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to or prove in this paper are based on cut-off-function techniques. This is why local determinacy 
is needed.) Finally, we also make the technical assumption that, up to order T, the mixed partial 
derivatives of cp are bounded on [0, ho] x R”. 
REMARK 2.2. It is easily seen that for all h sufficiently small, say h E [0, ho], cp(h, .) is a C’ self- 
diffeomorphism of R”. Actually, all the conditions imposed on cp relate ‘co an underlying abstract 
discretization operator, and the discretization mapping itself is understood as the application of 
this abstract discretization operator to li: = f(x). Obviously, all conditions above are satisfied 
if ‘p comes from a general s-stage pth order explicit or implicit Runge-Kutta method. 
Set 
p(j) = min{p, T - 1 - j}, j=O,l,..., r-l. 
Now we are in a position to state our main result. The r = pf 1 case of the statement about Mh 
and Fh has already been announced and the main ingredients of the proof presented in [17,18], 
respectively. 
THEOREM 2.2, Assume r 2 3 and p 2 2. Let f and ‘p satisfy all conditions listed in the first 
paragraph of this section, and Jet M be an r-normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifold for 
j: = f(x). Then there exists an open neighbourhood U of M in Rn. 
A. Existence. Such that, for all h sufficiently small, both IV‘(cp(h, .), U) and W”(cp(h, .), U) 
are C’ submanifolds of Rn and 
is an r-normally hyperbolic compact invariant C’ manifold for ‘p( h, .). Further, Mt, is neg- 
ativelystable with respect tocp(h,.) 1 W”(cp(h,.),U) and W‘(cp(h,.),U) c W&,,(cp(h;)) 
and similarly, Mh is positively stable with respect to p(h, .) 1 W(cp(h, .), U) and 
w’(cp(h, .), U) c @%,, (cp(h> .)). 
B. Estimates. And there exists an open neighbourhood V of hl in R” with the properties 
listed in Theorem 2.1.C. In addition, for each h sufficiently small, there are CT embeddings 
c : W” (f, V) + Rn and Fi : Ws(f, V) + R” with 
Mh C 6$(W”(f, v)) C w”(cp(h, .), u), 
Mt, C 3;(ws(f, v)) C ws(cp(h .)t u), 
and with the properties as follows. For some constant K, the norm distance in BCj(W” 
(f, V), R”) between ?=z and the inclusion of W”(f, V) satisfies 
dcJ (G, inclw,.(f.v)) 5 KhPc3), j=O,l,..., r-l, 
and similarly, the norm distance in BCj (W” (f, V), R”) between 3; and the inclusion of 
W” ($, V) satisfies 
dc, (F{, inclw.(f,v)) I KW(j), j =O,l ,...,r-1. (2) 
Finally, for all h sufficiently small, there is a C’ embedding 3h : M + R” such that 
Fh(M) = Mh and, for some constant K, the norm distance in C3(M,Rn) between 3h 
and the inclusion of M satisfies 
dcj (Fh,inclM) 5 KhPL(j), j=O,l,..., r-l. (3) 
Here and also in the preceding two inequalities, constant K is independent of h but (via the 
norm distance whose definition follows immediately) depends on the coordinate atlas M, 
respectively W”(f, V) and WS(f, V) are equipped with. 
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Next we explain inequalities (l)-(3) in some detail and present the definition of metric dcj. 
Let d denote the dimension of w&(f). W e fi x a C” atlas A on W‘(f, V). By definition, A is a 
collection of coordinate charts { (cx~, Ui)},el where I is a finite indexing set, {Ui},el is an open 
cover of W” (f, V), and Qi is a C” diffeomorphism mapping an open neighbourhood @ of cl(Vi) 
in W&(f) onto an open subset of Rd. Formula 
IlFllj = max sup { (1(3cr,l)‘~‘(s)):s~ai(U”)} Ii~Iandf!=O,l,...,j} 
defines a norm on BC~(W”(f, V),Rn), th e vector space of Cj mappings from IP(f, V) to Rn 
with uniformly bounded derivatives. Starting from another atlas, the resulting norms are equiv- 
alent. Given F, p E BCj (IP(f, V), R”) arbitrarily, set 
dc3 (T-Y?‘) = /IF-“ piij. 
In particular, inequality (1) means that 
max sup 
1 {I( 
ZQii - inclwU(f,vjO;l)(e) (a)1 : S E (Yi (V)} ) 
iEIande=O,l,..., j <KhP(j), 
1 
j=0,1,..., r-l, 
where constant K depends on the particular choice of atlas A. The definition of dcj on B@(W’ 
(f, V), Rn) and Cj(M,R”) f o 11 ows a similar pattern and is omitted. With a slight abuse of nota- 
tion, we write dcj for each of these three metrics. Referring to the generalizations in Section 5, 
we prefer to use metric dcj and not the norm )I . Ilj. 
Recall that Definition 2.2 for M = ($0) is equivalent to the condition that (f(zs) = 0 and) 
none of the eigenvalues of f’(sc) is lying on the imaginary axis. If M is a periodic orbit, then 
Definition 2.2 is equivalent to the condition that none of the Floquet multipliers is lying on the 
complex unit circle C. In both cases above, the phrase “r-normal hyperbolicity” is shortened to 
“hyperbolicity”. In the special case M being a hyperbolic equilibrium point, Theorem 2.2 was 
proved by Beyn [19]. For hyperbolic periodic orbits, the statement about ll/ih and & was proved 
by Eirola [20]. Existence of an invariant torus for the discretized equation O(P)-near to the 
original one was proved by Lorenz [9] in the exponentially attracting case. The common feature 
in these proofs is that it was possible to work on a single standard, cylindrical, respectively, 
toroidal coordinate chart. Broer et al. [12] use a family of local coordinate charts and prove a 
version of case j = 0 of Theorem 2.2. If the one-parameter family of perturbed diffeomorphisms in 
their Theorem 8 comes from discretizing an ordinary differential equation with stepsize h = n-l 
(n=1,2,...),thenth e rs inequality on p. 496 of [12] is equivalent to (3). fi t 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.A: EXISTENCE 
Our strategy is to apply Theorem 2.1 with F = Q(1, .) and p = @“(h, .), where N = N(h) E N, 
h -+ O+, and Nh + 1. Then we pass to compare @(h, .) and cp( h, =). This “power and root” trick 
is based on the C1 limit relation cpN(h, .) -+ a( 1, .) as well as on growth order characterizations 
in invariant manifold theory. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given r > 0 arbitrarily, there exists a constant K = K(T) > 0 such that 
((@(kh,z) - @(h,z));)l 5 IWC3), 
whenever h E [0, ho), k E Z, -T 5 kh 5 T, z E Rn, and j = 0, 1, . . . , T - 1. 
PROOF. The result as it is stated is taken from [21]. For Runge-Kutta methods that automati- 
cally do have some extra smoothness properties, the analogue of (5) was proved by Eirola [20]. 
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Set r = 2 and assume that ho < 1. Given h E (0, ho], choose T > 0 and N g N in such a way 
that T = Nh and T E [l, 1 + h). Note that 
I(@(T,x) - @(l,~,,~‘~ I Kh, whenever x E R” and j = 0, 1, . . , r. 
Since p(O), ~(1) 2 1, inequality (5) implies that, providing ho is small enough, F = #(h, .) is 
CTe2-near to @(l, .), and hence, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1.B. Consequently, for some 
open neighbourhood U of M in Rn, W”(p”‘( h, .), U), and VV’(#( h, .), U) are CT submanifolds 
of R”, 
is an r-normally hyperbolic compact invariant C’ manifold for @(h, .) and has all the stability 
and attraction properties listed in Theorem 2.1.B. 
CLAIM 1. Y&,,,, (#‘% .)) = Y$,J& .)). 
PROOF. By a simple compactness argument, case j = 0 of Lemma 3.1 plus the invariance of M 
under @ imply the existence of open neighborhoods UO, UOO of M in R” such that cl(Uoo) c U 
and 
cp%,x) E Uoo, whenever - 2 I kh < 2, k E Z, h E (0, ho], x E U,,. 
Pick a x E W$,,,. (#(h,.)) and consider its a-limit set a(x) under cp(h, .). Observe that 
peNi( h, x) E UO for i E N sufficiently large and consequently, (pee( h, x) E UOO for all ! E N 
sufficiently large. Hence, Q(X) c U. Recall that a(x) is nonempty, compact, cp(h, .)-invariant, 
and d((p-e(h,x),a(x)) --f as e + CQ. But Mh,N is the largest cpN(h, .)-invariant set in U. 
Thus, GE(X) C b&N and x E Wif,,,N (cp(h, .)). The reverse inclusion > is trivial. Similarly, 
W~,,,,(~N(h, .)) = W&,,,, (cp(h, .)). 
CLAIM 2. M~,N is cp(h, .)-invariant. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.1.B, we may assume that Mh,N c UO. Pick a x E M~,N. The same 
argument we applied in proving Claim 1 yields that @(h, x) E U for all e E N U (-N) = Z and 
that {(pe(h,x) E R” 1 e E Z} C Mh,N, the largest cpN(h;)-invariant set in U. 
CLAIM 3. Mh,N is negatively stable with respect to cp(h, .) 1 W”(cp(h, .), U). 
PROOF. To the contrary, suppose there are sequences {xy}~~O c W”(cp(h, .), U), {l!,}~?_o c N, 
and an open neighbourhood VOO of Mh,N in R” such that d(x,,,Mh,N) --+ 0 as v --+ co, but 
&(h,x,) $ VOO for all v E N. Choose i, E N and k, E {O,l,. . . , N - l} in such a 
way that !, = Ni, + k,, v E N. By a simple compactness argument, Claim 2 implies that 
d(cp-““(h, xv), Mh,N) -+ 0 (and also that & 4 03) as v + co. But qku(h,x,) E W”(cp(h, .), U) 
c W”(cpN(h, .), U) and (p-Niv(h,~-ku(h,xv)) = qeeu(h,x,) $ VOO for all v E N, contradicting 
the negative stability of M~,N with respect to ‘pN(h, .) 1 W”(cpN(h, .), U). Similarly, Mh,N is 
positively stable with respect to cp(h, .) / W’(cp(h, .), U). 
@‘ram now on, we write Mh instead of Mh,N. By virtue of Claims l-3, Mh has all the desired 
invariance, stability, and attraction properties. 
CLAIM 4. There exists an open neighbourhood VO of Mh in R” such that 
W” ((pN(h,.),U) n Vo = W”(~(h,.),U) n V,. 
PROOF. As in proving Claim 2, we may assume that Mh c UO. By the definition of negative 
stability (of Mh with respect to cpN(h, .) I W”(#(h, .), U)), there is an open neighbourhood VO 
of Mh in R” such that ‘pvNi(h,x) E UO, whenever i E N and x E W”((pN(h,.),U) n Vo. We 
conclude that (p-e(h,x) E UOO C U for all C E N, i.e., wY@‘(~,~), U) n v, c w”(cp(h,.), U). 
The claim follows now from the trivial inclusion W”(cpN(h, .), U) > W’l(cp(h, .), U). 
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CLAIM 5. IV(cp(h, .), U) is a C’ submanifold of R”. 
PROOF. Pick a z E IVU(cp(h,.),U). S ince W”(#(h, .), U) > lV‘(cp(h, .), U) and W”(cpN 
(h, .), U) is a C’ submanifold of R”, it is enough to prove there is an open neighbourhood N, of 
x E R” such that 
W” ((pN(h, .), U) n N, c WU(cp(h, .), U). 
Fix a positive integer i(x) with cp- Ni(“)(h,x) E Vo. By continuity, there is an open neighbour- 
hood N, of x in Rn such that ‘p-[(h, y) E U, e = 0, 1, . . . , Ni(x) -1, and cpVNi(“)(/z, y) E Vo for all 
y E N,. By virtue of Claim 4, the latter property implies that {(pme(h, y) E Rn ( C 2 Ni(z)} c U, 
whenever y E W”(#(h, .), U) n N,. Combining the ! 2 Ni(z) and the 0 2 J! < Ni(z) cases, we 
see that y E W%(cp(h, .), U), whenever y E W”(@(h, .), U) n N,. 
CLAIM 6. W$,, (cp(h, .)) is an immersed C’ submanifold of R”. 
PROOF. Since W&(cp(h, .)) = {p’(h,x) E R” 1 e E N and z E W”(cp(h, .), U)} and @(h, .) is 
a self-diffeomorphism of R” for all e E N, the desired result is an immediate consequence of 
Claim 5. 
We know already that Mh is an r-normally hyperbolic compact invariant CT manifold for 
@(h, .). Thus, TM,,R~ splits into three T#(h, .)-’ mvariant continuous subbundles and (fixing 
a Finsler 11 . 11 on TM,,R~ arbitrarily) there are positive constants X, X < 1, and Q with the 
properties as follows. At each p E Mh, the splitting has the form 
and, for all i E N and j = 0, 1, . . . , r, 
By the lamination result Theorem 5.6 in [l], W,&,, ((p(h, .)) is #(h, .)-invariantly fibered by 
immersed C’ submanifolds {WC, ,p (#(h,.)) / p E Mh} tangent at Mh to NpMI’+. In addi- 
tion, the mapping x 4 {p E Mh I x E W$t,,,,(cp”(h, .))} ’ ( ’ gl is sm e-valued and) continuous on 
W”(p(h, .), U) and points of Wkyt,p(pN(h, .)) are characterized by the backward asymptoticity 
property 
pyh, y) - cpoyh $)I . II(Tv-N”(h,.) 1 T Mh)-‘ll -+ 0, as i --f -}. 
CLAIM 7. @(IL, W;;,,,((pN(h,.))) = W~~,~,~h,p~(pN(h, .)) for all .t E Z and p E Mh. 
PROOF. By an easy invertibility argument, it is enough to prove inclusion C. The starting point 
is a consequence of case j = 1 of inequality (5). S’ mce +L is bounded on {eh} x R”, there is a 
constant K > 0 such that 
Icpe(h,z)-cpe(h,5)I SKIa:--51, for alls,2ERn. (7) 
As continuous functions on compact sets are bounded, there is a constant L > 0 such that 
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Pick a Y E W,Y~t,p c  ( ( N h, .)) and set t = @(h, y). Differentiating both sides of the identity 
cp-Ni(h,cpe(h, .)) = cpe(h,cpPNZ(h, .)) on hir, ( this is possible because Mh is invariant under 
cp(h, .)), we obtain that 
TYJ-Ni(h, .I Iqqh,p) Mh .T@(h,-)I T,MI, = T&h,*) ITP-Nqh,pJMh .Tv-~~(~,.)/ T$&. 
Applying (3) and (4), we conclude that 
IVNZ(h, z) - KNi(h, &~‘))l . //(TV-~%, .) 1 TVfi(/&& 11 
5 Kl+7-Ni(h,y) -‘~-~~(h,p)I .L2 Il(TlpN”(h,.) 1 TpMh)-‘li + 0, 
CLAIM 8. Mh is an r-normally hyperbolic compact invariant C’ manifold for (p(h, .). 
PROOF. It is enough to check the properties concerning subbundle N”~~~21. First we prove 
that N”~~,U is Tp(h, .)-invariant. Given p E Mh arbitrarily, recall that W&y,,((pN(h, .)) and 
wK pp(h P) ((pN (h, .)) are tangent at il!fh to NPM1~~u and NV’$‘FJ, respectively. The desired result 
follo& from the C = 1 case of Claim 7. Next we show the exisience of positive constants CL, p < 1, 
andRsuchthat,forallpEMh,eEN,andj=O,l,..., r, 
IlT(p”(h,.) I Tpllil,,(lJ. II(Tlp”(h,.) 1 Np+)-‘ll I R/i’. (9) 
We write e = Ni + k with i E N and k E (0, 1, . . . , N - 1) suitably chosen and argue as in the 
proof of Claim 7. Differentiating both sides of the identity cpe(h, .) = cp”(h, ‘pNi(h, e)) on Mh, we 
obtain that 
T&h,.) ( T&fh = Tv”(W IT,yh,&fh .Td%-)I TpMh, 
and similarly, 
Tqe(h, .) 1 NpMh+ = T cp” (h, .) lN$!i’&P, .TcpNi(h,j NF? 
It is easily seen that 
SUP{ llQ"(h,.) I ‘&Mh(f. II(TvkW l NqM’L+)-l(I : 
k E {O,l,. . . ,N - 11, j E {%I,. . . , r}, Q E Mh > 
is (bounded and) less than some constant S. By virtue of (6), ~1 and R in (9) can be chosen 
for XIIN and SQ/X, respectively. 
REMARK 3.1. By virtue of the previous two claims, we are justified in writing 
WG:~,p (vN (h 4) = W Z&Mb)) = {Y E ~&,,(cp(W : 
Icp-e(h,y) - cp-%,dl ./~(Tv+-W 1 T,Mh)-ll/ + 0 as e + -} 
that can be interpreted as the existence of numerical asymptotic phase. The main properties 
of the fibering {Wuu M,, ,,(cp(h, .)) ) p E Mh} are listed prior to Claim 7. In what follows, some 
other properties are noted. We begin with dynamical properties: the easy proofs are omitted. 
If z E w$y,,Jcp(h, .)), then I@(h,z) - cp-‘(hp)l -+ 0 as t -+ 00. On the other hand, elemen- 
tary examples (like a hyperbolic invariant stable closed curve in R2 containing two hyperbolic 
equilibria and a connecting pair of trajectories) show that 2 E W&l,,P((p(h, .)) is not implied by 
the limit relation Jcpee(h, z) - cpPe(h,p)I + 0. However, if the hyperbolic invariant curve Mh 
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emerges from discretizing a flow around a hyperbolic periodic orbit, then x E W&y,_(cp(h, s)) is 
equivalent to the limit relation Jcp-l(h, x) - cpme(h,p)I -+ 0. Questions of smoothness are much 
more complicated. As is implied by the remark on Holder continuity on p. 48 in [l], the mapping 
is, in general, not differentiable. In other words, though each individual fiber W&J,_,(cp(h, .)) is 
of class CT, their dependence on the base point p E Mh is not necessarily differentiable. 
QUESTION 3.1. For h sufficiently small and 5 E M, formula F(h, x) = &(z) if h # 0 and 2 if 
h = 0 defines a function of two variables. What can be said about the continuity/differentiability 
properties of F? Fix an z E A4 arbitrarily. Unfortunately, our construction of Fh does not imply 
that 3 is continuous at (h, ZE) E R x M, h # 0. (Continuity at (0, z) E R x Ad follows from the 
last inequality in Theorem 2.2.B.) Nevertheless, we conjecture that a better construction of Fh 
gives rise to such a function F that is of class CT-r. 
REMARK 3.2. In the case M = {zc}, we now give a simple proof of the Fh-part of Theorem 2.2. 
Our considerations below improve Theorem 6.3.1 in [4] and show also that, at least when M is a 
hyperbolic equilibrium point, the conjecture in Question 3.1 is true. Assume, thus, that 20 E R” 
is a hyperbolic equilibrium of i = f(z). For h sufficiently small, we look for fixed points of the 
mapping zr --+ p(h, x) in the vicinity of 2s. Since 5 = ~(0, ZC) and 
s 1 cp(h,z) --z = (p;(hq z) dr. h, for all h E [O, ho] and z E R”, 0 
formula 
if h # 0, 
if h = 0, 
defines a C’-’ function 1c, : [0, ho] x R” --+ Rn. For h # 0, the fixed-point equation x = cp(h, x) 
is equivalent to equation +(h, X) = 0. Ob serve that cpk(O,x) = G$(O,x) = f(z) for all z E R”. 
Consequently, +(O, x0) = cpi(O, x0) = f(zo) = 0 and &.(O,zo) = cp;l,(O,xo) = &(x0). Thus, 
the conditions of the implicit function theorem are all satisfied. We conclude there exists an 
open interval I with midpoint 0 and a (7-l function G : I -+ Rn such that G(O) = 2s and 
Il(h,G(h)) = 0 f or all h E I. Further, by standard implicit function estimates, there is a positive 
constant K such that IG(h) - ~01 5 Khp for all h E I. Using the notation we introduced in 
Question 3.1, F(.,xs) = 6. It remains to prove that G(h) is a hyperbolic fixed point of cp(h, .), 
for h sufficiently small. But this is obvious by continuity because ‘p: (h, x) = id~,~ + h$L( h, x) 
for all (h,z) E I x Rn and +L(O,xc) = fk(xc) is hyperbolic. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2.B: ESTIMATES 
Reversing time, normal hyperbolicity remains unchanged, whereas the unstable manifold goes 
over into the stable manifold and vice versa. Hence, (2) is equivalent to (1). Inequality (3) will 
be derived as a consequence of (1) and (2). 
As in the existence part of the proof, we choose T > 0 and N E N in such a way that T = Nh 
and T E [l, 1 + h). With F = @(l,e) and p = @“(h, .), we reconsider the proof of Theorem 4.1 
of [l]. We know already that p is CTe2-near to @(l, .). 
Flow Cp gives rise to a special coordinate system about M. This means a certain product 
structure with a local unstable manifold W&(f) as its first component and a special coordinate 
atlas on W,&(f). The desired embedding q will be constructed as the unique solution of an 
equation set up in the coordinates above. More precisely, q is obtained as the collection of 
its coordinate representatives-we are facing a collection of equations, one equation on each 
coordinate chart. Fortunately, we do not need to take care about existence and differentiability 
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properties of ~ ' .  These follow from Theorem 2.1. Our only task is to point out the validity 
of inequality (1). Actually, the Cr-nearness part in Theorem 2.1.B (when applied to the pair 
F = ~(1, .) and -F =~N(h,  .)) implies that 5~ is Cr-2-near to inclw,,(f,v). What is left to us is 
to show that this nearness is a Lipschitz function of (-9(h'(J)), the size of the perturbation i the 
de j-distance. 
There is no loss of generality in assuming that an open neighbourhood Af of M in R n can 
be represented as W~c(f) x Y where W~oc(f ) = WU(f ,V)  is an open neighbourhood of M 
in W~(f )  and Y is an (n - d)-dimensional Banach space. The projection operator to the first 
and the second component is denoted by P1 and P2, respectively. In other words, there exists 
a C °O diffeomorphism 7) of A/onto Wl~oc(f) x Y with coordinates 
D:  A/--~ WlUc(f) x Y, x ~ 7)(x) = (r(x), A(x)) = (P1D, P2D) E Wl~c(f ) x Y 
and satisfying F(w) = w and A(w) = 0 for each w E W~c(f) x Y. The norm on Y depends on 
the base point in the sense that given w E Wl~c(f ) x Y arbitrarily, the norm on the vector space 
{(w, y) I Y E Y} is I' t~. Any pair of such norms satisfies l" I~ - ~l' le with some fixed constant n. 
We may assume that D has a C °O extension to an open neighbourhood of cl(Af) in R n that is 
still diffeomorphic onto an open neighbourhood of cl(W~c(f)) x Y in W~(f )  x Y. 
Further, there exists a pair of atlases E = {(ep, UP)}pEM and T = {(rp, VP)}pEM on WlUc(f) - 
C for 'exponential' and T for 'trunk'--with the properties as follows. Recall first that {UP}peM 
and {VP}pEM are open covers of WlUc(f), Zp, respectively, 7p is a Coo diffeomorphism apping 
an open neighbourhood ~rp of cl(UP), respectively, l ?p of cl(Y p) in W~(f )  onto an open subset 
of R d. Though the indexing set is not finite, the induced dcJ metrices are Lipschitz equivalent 
to each other as well as to the one defined in Section 2.2. In addition, V p C U p with rp = ~p I Vp 
and, last but not least, U p \ V p is small (in a technical sense explained in the second paragraph 
of proving Claim 9 below) for each p E M. For simplicity, we write ~p = (I)(1,p), p E M. 
Further, there are open neighbourhoods ]11 and II2 D cl(Y1) of the origin in Y and a pair of C ~ 
mappings 
~s: W~Uc(/) --* ]I1 and /~: W~c(f ) --~ W~oc(f ) 
such that A = P27)~hh with idw~o(f) = P1Dh~h, /)(V ¢')  C U p for each p E M and 
(10) 
for each v E 7o,(V ~') and p E M where the family of C ~ mappings 
(tp: Ep(U p) X Y1 ~ ~¢I,,, (Uop ) and t)p: Ep (U p) x Yl ----> Y2 
is defined by letting 
ap(u,y) : C~ppF99 N (h ,~) -1  (~ ' ; l (u ) ,y ) )  , whenever  u 
bp(u,y) -= A~ N (h,~)-1 (epl(U),y)), whenever u 
Finally, mappings 5p and bp (p E M) satisfy for each pair u, ~2 
Esp(UP) ,  y E Y1, p E M, 
E~p(UP), yEY1 ,  pEM.  
E sp(U p) and y, ~) E ]I1 inequalities 
pp. i~p(U,y)-(Zp(ft, y)i > iu - f t  I and ]gLp(U,y)-ap(U,~)l < ~p ly -  ~l ], 
bp(u, y) - bp ((t, y) <rjp lu - (t I and bp(u, y) - bp (u, (1) <_ t~p ]y - ~)], 
where pp, ~p, t~p (p E M) are positive constants with sup{pp ]p E M} bounded and 
sup{fPpt~p]pEM) ' (1 -3c ,  for somec>0,  j - -0 ,1 , . . . , r ,  
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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and sup{rlp I P E Ml is small in the sense that 
’ SUP{% I P E w = 4lL as sup {d(? M) I 2 E q&(f)) + 0. (15) 
In other words, sup{~, 1 p E M} can be made arbitrarily small if IV&(f) is properly chosen. Of 
course, when passing to a smaller IV;“,,(f), also atlases E and 7 have to be shrunk. In what follows, 
symbol o( 1) will always be understood in this sense. Note that the left-hand side inequality in (12) 
implies invertibility for the Jacobian matrix (&)l(u, y) and that ][(&,)L(u, y)]-'1 2 ,op for each 
(~,y) E +(UP) x Yi. Also th e remaining inequalities can be restated as bounds for the respective 
partial derivatives. These are in fact reformulations because the derivatives are already known 
to exist and, in order to make the mean value theorem applicable, there is no loss of generality 
in assuming that the domain of ci,, &, is convex. 
Similarly, the family of C’ mappings 
defined by 
up : Ep(UP) x Yl -+ El$lpp (u”q and bp : Ep( UP) x Yi --+ Y2 
%4-J, Y) = EQQ (m ZJ-’ (Epyu), y)) , for u E &p (Up) , y E Yl, p E M, 
bp(w Y) = A@ (W D-l (q’(u), Y)) , foruEEp(Up), yEYl, REM, 
satisfy (12),(13) and, with some operators 
A : w,‘“,,(f) --+ K 
also equations 
and B : wxf) -+ w;l,,(.f) 
v = up (E~B$(v),AE;%~BT;;(~~)), .? (16) 
A+(w) = bp (E~B~~~(~),AE~~E~B~~~(~))), (17) 
for each v E TQ~ (V’p) and p E M. 
Starting from the existence of W&(f), we have recalled and grouped various parts of the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 in [l] so far. For example, using the coordinate-free notation of [l], equation (lo), 
respectively, (11) corresponds to z = fi(g’(z), cuff (g’(z))) (right inverse for rfo on p. 44 with 
overflowing), respectively, aft (x) = fi(g’(z), aft (g’(z))) (p e ur e invariant section equation on rt b d 
p. 49 with the solution u = oft), where f’ = $‘(h, .). Since IV&(@(T, .)) = IV%(f), the solution 
of the unperturbed unstable manifold system (16),(17) is 
A = P22) o inclwluoccj) = 0 and B = a(-Nh,.) I w;,(f). 
We go on by observing for c, = ap or bp that 
sup sup { {~(c,)(j)(,,Y)l:(u,Y)EE,(UP)X~}IPEM}<CC. j=1,2 ,...,7-. 08) 
In fact, boundedness is clear on each coordinate chart and also the outer supremum in (18) does 
not matter because M is compact and-as a trivial property of atlas E- 
is also bounded. Similarly, we have for Ep = zLp or ip that 
sup {sup {I(Q) (%Y)l : (21, Y) E Ep (UPI x K} 1 P E M} < 00, j=1,2 )...) r-l. (19) 
Here and also in (18), the differentiation sign relates to mixed partial derivatives. 
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Case j = r is excluded from (19) because Lemma 3.1 does not guarantee uniform boundedness 
for (#(h, .))(‘I in h. This lack of symmetry in smoothness plays also a role in the following lemma 
we use frequently in the sequel. Domains will not be specified, but it is of course assumed that 
the respective composite and inverse functions exist and c-l, C-’ E BCj+’ (letter B preceeding 
C = ‘continuity’ stands for boundedness). This can be ensured by requiring existence for A o B 
and C-l and that the linear operator (C-l)’ is invertible plus ]A - Al, jfi - BI, 16’ - Cl are 
small. Estimates for the size of the respective domains as well as for the norms { ](&l)c’c) I, 
](C-I)(“) I}“,:‘, are also at hand. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let j E N and let A, A ,c, C E BCj+’ and fi, B E BCJ be functions on open 
subsets of R”. Then 
AoB-AoB 
(j) 
) I 
< L, . max { /A(‘) - A(“)I + 18(“) - B(‘)I : k = 0, 1,. . , j} 
and 
<L_.ma - 
{I 
dr(k)-C(k) :k=O,l,..., j 
where L,, respectively, L- is a polynomial function of the norms { lAckI 1, II?(“) 1, 1 B(“) I}:=, and 
{IA(“)I}%~~, respectively {@‘)I, I(c-l)(“)I}%=l and {IC(“)I, I(C-l)(“)l}j,f=~. 
PROOF. Though it is rather lengthy, the proof is completely elementary. Actually, composition 
and inverse operators (between these and other appropriate function spaces: see, e.g., Appendix B 
in [22]) are not only Lipschitz continuous, but also continuously differentiable. 
Now we are approaching the core of the whole proof and recall that 
sup{sup{~(iiE;i)‘(U)~: UEEp(V)} ipt M} <co. (20) 
We need it to derive that 
SUP { / (QJ%-:)’ WI : 21 E T$lp (@) } I pp + o(l), for each p E M. (21) 
In fact, equation (10) yields that 
and (21) follows via (12),(15), and the basic perturbation inequality for inverse matrices. Of 
course, the last two inequalities remain valid if superscript tilde is omitted. 
We proceed by induction in proving a boundedness result on higher derivatives of As;’ and 
Ep&$. A delicate care is needed for functions N and yN (., x) are not continuous in h and this 
disconiinuity can be inherited by i and fi. This is the price one has to pay for the “power and 
root” trick explained in the first paragraph of Section 3. See also Question 3.1. 
CLAIM 9. For simplicity, set 
ijP = &&;l 
sup{sup{~(&;‘)“‘(.)~: 
and gr, = +BT&~, for p E M. 
Then 
uEEi.(UP)) ,pE:l<K), j=1,2 )..., r-l, (22) 
sup sup { { I(BP)‘j’ (41 :uET&‘@~)} Ip~M}<cq j=1,2 ,..., r-l, (23) 
~~~{~~~{~(AE,~)(~)(u)~:~EE~(U~)}~~EM}<W, j=l,2,...,~, (24) 
sup {SUP { ((g,)(j) (v)i : 2, E 7aP (VaP)} 1 P E M} < ~0, j = 1,2 )...) T. (25) 
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PROOF. Case j = 1 is already settled. So we can start with case j = 2. Keeping the subscript 
only in Ar,&i and &;l, a twofold differentiation in (10) and (11) yields for any w E rap (IT%) 
that 
0= [&;+c?+(&,~)‘] .B”+~~.(AE~~)~~(~(~)).(~‘)~+TAB, 
(/Jr;;)” (?J) = b + g * (&;L)3 19” + b:, . (“E;‘)” (3(v)) . (ij’)2 + TAB, 
(26) 
where TAB stands for terms already known to be bounded. In view of (12), (14), (15)) and (20)) 
we can express g” from the first equation and substitute it into the second. Applying also (13) 
and (21), we conclude that 
(27) 
where Ks is some constant independently of v and p. 
Next we make use of the E - w - w’ - 6 manipulations in [l, pp. 43,441. Given p E 44 and 
u E Ed arbitrarily, there exists a p, E M and a U* E TV, (VP*) with the properties as follows. 
Point p, belongs to such a small vicinity of p in M that 
](7p,sp’)‘(t) - idnd1 5 o(i), for any 2 E ep (Up) n TV, (VP*) 
and E;‘(U) = ~~~(21,). Recall that TV, = E~,IVP*. 
Since B(V’p) C Up, we have g(u) E Ed. Starting from p and u = g(w), we choose p*, TJ* 
as above. Differentiating identity 
(“e;‘) (z) = (AT;l) 0 (Tp.q’) (Z), 2 E Ep (up) n Tp, (VP*), (28) 
two times, we obtain via 
(“E;‘>” (G(v)) = (“T;‘)” (‘b) . [ (Tp&‘)’ (B(v))] 2 +(AT;‘)’ (G) . (Tp+)” (a(v)) 
that 
1 (%?)” @@))I < (1 + c) ./ (AT;')"(u*)/ + L2 
for some constant LZ independently of II, v,, p, and p,. Combining (27) and (29), it follows 
readily that 
1(~T~~)“(~)~~(l-c)-l(Ar,T1)“(y*)l+K2+L2. 
Taking suprema on both sides, we arrive at, 
5 (1 - c) f sup { sup { j (%‘)“(v*ll : v.Er,.(VP*)} /~df}+Kz+L~ 
Since {Qp 1 p E M} = M, the double suprema on both sides are equal, and this results in 
Finally, given p E M and u E Ed arbitrarily, we choose p,, v* again and repeat the 
argumentation centered about (28). Inequality (29) goes over into 
1 (AE,1)” (U)/ 5 (1 + c)c-1 (K2 + L2) + L2, 
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which is exactly case j = 2 of (22). A s we already expressed g” from (26), case j = 2 of (23) is 
immediate. 
The induction process is not hard. Relying on (19), a j-fold differentiation in (10) and (11) 
yields for any u E r+,(V’~) that 
0= [a:,+a;.(~~~‘)‘]-gcj)+61-(B~~‘)“’(4(,)).(y’)’+TAB, 
(a+>(j) (U) = [I: + b&. (iL;l)‘] . ,(j) + py (h$) (tj(v)) . (if)” + TAB, 
foreachj=3,4,..., T - 1 separately, whereas a j-fold differentiation in (28) results in 
(AEpl)(i) (G(V)) = (&-$j’ (?J*) . [(7-p*E,1)t(j(7J))]j +Pj, 
where Pj is a polynomial function of {(AT;‘)(~)};=: and of {(~p,~;l)(k)}$~:. Hence, the proof 
of case j = 2 can be repeated and no additional difficulties occur. 
Since A = 0, inequality (24) is trivial, and this makes the proof of (25) easy. (Nevertheless, as 
regards the whole way of argumentation, the simplification caused by fact A = 0 is only formal, 
so we keep operator A for symmetry reasons in the sequel.) 
CLAIM 10. Further, for each j = 0, 1, . . . , T - 1, 
sup sup 
1 {I( 
&,l - AE,~ (j) (u) 
) I 
: u E Ep (UP) 
I 1 
1 p E M < NW, (30) 
sup sup { { I(& -g,)(‘) (7J)/ : 21 E T$ (v”p)} 1 p E M} 5 K/P(j). (31) 
PROOF. Conceptually, the proof is exactly the same as the one of Claim 9. As a direct application 
of Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1, note that for (Cprcp) = (&,a,) or (&,,bp) 
sup sup { { I(&, - cP)(j) (u)i : u E + (Up)} 1 p E M} 5 lWL(j), j = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1. (32) 
Consider the case j = 0 first and observe for any v E ~a,(V’p) that 
[j(v) - g(w)1 I const . (ii - al + o(l) . Ihi’ (i(v)) - Ae,‘(g(w))/ . 
In fact, (12), (lo), and (16) yield 
p-l . 19(v) - g(v)1 L 16 (Y(4 A$ w) - 6 (d4Aq1 (B(v))) 1 
= Ia (s(4 &k(4) - 6 (dv)&13W) 1 
5 la (d4, &h(4) - CJ (d4 +-?W) 1 
+ Ia (g(w), A&pm) - 6 (dV)&w4) I 
< v [IA@dZ’)) - &%(U))I + ((“E;‘) (g(v)) - (“$‘) (B(v))l] + b-4. - 
In view of (15) and (20), an elementary rearrangement trick applies. Consequently, it follows via 
inequalities (13), (20), (15), and 
l&;;(w) - A.T,;‘(v)l I (5 (B(w), A+(w)) - & (g(w), ad$G(w)) 1 
+ 16 (g(v), Aq’W) - 6 (d4~A~;1d~U)) 1 
+ 16 (d4, Aq%W) - b (d4>Aq1d4) 1 
I: 77 IO(w) - dv)l + K [ const . Itj(w) - g(w)1 + (k;‘g(w) - AE;‘g(w)I] 
+ 6-b I I 
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that 
IAT~~(w) - AT<:(W)/ I (K +o(1)) + IA~p’g(v) - A~;lg(v)I + const . (ia - 61 + Ii - bl) 
for each v E T+,(V’~). Using (15) and (32), we arrive at (cf. (27)) 
I”+(v) - A$(v)l 5 (1 - 2c) j&,‘g(v) - A~,‘g(v)l + I#L’~(~). 
Starting from p and u = g(v), we choose p* and v* as in the second paragraph of the proof of the 
previous claim. Hence, 
Taking suprema on both sides, we obtain that 
sup sup { {IA+(V) - A~;‘(v)l : v E TP (VP)} 1 p E M} 5 (2c)-‘Kh~“(O) 
and, comparing atlases E and I again, a repeated application of the p*-v, trick (this time for 
p E M and 2~ E q,(P) arbitrarily given) yields that 
sup sup { {I&;‘(U) - A$-$)I : u E ~~ (Up)} 1 p E M} < (2~)-‘Kh’l(~), 
which is exactly the case j = 0 of (30). As a by-product, also the case j = 0 of (31) is obtained. 
Case j = 1 can be settled by a similar but somewhat more laborious argument. ‘Regular’ 
induction begins only at j = 2. In what follows, the general induction step is described. 
Suppose (30),(31) are already known to be true for, say, Ic = 0, 1, . . . , j - 1 where 2 < j < r. 
Differentiating (lO),(ll) and (16),(17) j times, we obtain that 
o= [&+a:. (&;I,‘] .B’j’+~~.(AEBl)(j)(g(v)).(B/)~+~lj, (33) 
(&Q)(j) (v) = [81+ 4. (&;1,‘] . p + 4 . (&-l)(j) (j(v)) . (ij’)j + $&, (34) 
0 = [a; +a:,. (AE;‘)‘] . g(j) + a; . (AE;‘)(‘) (g(v)) . (g’)j + 7zlj, (35) 
(AT;;)(‘) (v) = [b; + b; . (A<,‘)‘] . g(j) + b& . (AE;‘)(‘) (g(v)) . (g’)j + Q, (36) 
where the remainders %!I,, I&, Rij, RQ are polynomial functions that do not contain jth 
derivatives excepting those of zi, a, &, b. We express g(j) from (33), respectively, g(j) from (35) 
and substitute these expressions into the difference of (34) and (36). The result is 
z‘i~,-~ 
P 
 A$ 
P >(j) ‘1 =p3-1 (& + “lj) - TS-’ (Clj + Q~) + izj _ c2j + e2j _ R2j, 
where the notation is self-explanatory. In view of (13) and (21), the leading term 
-/ 
by z&i1 - Ae;‘)(‘) - 2, ] (g( )) + (A# (3(v)) - (A# (g(v))]} g(j) [ 
(comes from 2~ - Csj and) shows clearly the role of property (14) and also the role of the 
extra degree of smoothness when comparing (18), (24), (25) to (19), (22), (23). Expression 
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(&,l - A+)‘j’(~(w)) app ears a second time as well, but only with coefficient o( 1). Finally, 
Claim 9, inequality (32), and the induction hypothesis lead to 
and the induction step can be accomplished by analyzing the leading term in the jth derivative 
of (28). 
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.B. In view of Lemma 4.1, 
properties 
show that inequality (30) is equivalent to (4), the coordinate chart reformulation of (1). Inequal- 
ity (2) follows immediately by time-reversal. 
It remains to prove (3). As in [l, p. 501, choose and fix a tubular neighbourhood of A.!. 
It gives rise to a C’ diffeomorphism 3h of M onto Mh. Note that 3h is the composition of 
two C’ diffeomorphisms determined by (the tubular neighbourhood and) 3; and .?{, respectively. 
Let A and f3 be C” atlases on W;“,,(f) and W&,(f), respectively. Working on coordinate chart 
representations, the accompanying perturbed inverse function estimates lead to (3). We omit the 
details. 
REMARK 4.1. Well, we could not 100% keep our promise to avoid all advanced concepts of 
differential topology. The derivation of (3) makes explicit use of a tubular neighbourhood. Of 
course, the proof of Theorem 2.1 (all our considerations in proving Theorem 2.2 started from) 
relies on hard techniques of differential topology. Nevertheless, Sections 3 and 4 demonstrate 
that-providing existence and smoothness properties of the approximating invariant manifold 
are already known-the accompanying estimates themselves do not require the deployment of 
any complicated machinery. (For the notion of tubular neighbourhoods, see [15].) The use of 
a pair of coordinate atlases is a simple but powerful tool in differentiable dynamics [22] and 
its applications [23]. It remained somewhat hidden in [I] but appeared at the center of our 
reconsidering the Hirsch-Pugh-Shub approach to normal hyperbolicity. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As a direct application, we see that each property of a normally hyperbolic compact invariant 
manifold that can be expressed by strict inequalities in terms of partial derivatives in local 
coordinate chart representations is preserved under discretization. One-dimensional examples 
include ‘curvature < 0’, ‘torsion E (1, a)‘, ‘arclength > 3’ for pieces of hyperbolic periodic orbits 
in R3. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let f : R2 --) R2 be of class C4, and suppose our equation i = f(z) has 
a hyperbolic periodic orbit I. Assume I? is strictly convex in the sense that, at each point 
of I, the radius of curvature is finite and positive. Investigating geometric effects of the cubic 
spline collocation method, Zhang [24] h as shown that the emerging closed invariant curve l?h, the 
numerical companion of I?, is also strictly convex. In view of Theorem 2.2, this is not a peculiarity 
of the cubic spline collocation method, but holds true for each one-step discretization operator 
with p > 2, ~(2) > 1. 
REMARK 5.1. All results in [l] are formulated in a differential topological framework slightly more 
general than ours, i.e., with triple (R*, f, M) replaced by triple (M, 21, M) where M is a compact 
n-dimensional Coo manifold with a Riemannian metric p and a C” embedding e : M 4 RN 
(Whitney, for some N 2 n), v is a CT vector field on M, and M C M is an m-dimensional 
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normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifold for f = ‘u(z), z E M. We fix a Cm atlas 
0 = {(Wi, fli))iel on M. Given F, @ E Cj(M, M) arbitrarily, formula 
eFwi’ - efiwzT’ )i~Iande=O,l,...,j (37) 
defines dcj (F, fi) , and thus a complete metric dcJ on Cj(M, M), j = O,l,. . . ,r. Starting from 
another (finite) atlas and another embedding, the resulting metrics are Lipschitz equivalent. 
Further, d CO is Lipschitz equivalent to the metric defined by max{p(F(z),F(z)) 1 IC E M} on 
C”(M, M). A C’ function ‘p : [0, ho] x M -+ M is called a discretization mapping of order p if 
dp(@(h,.),p(h,.)) < const .tP+‘, for all h E (0, ho], (33) 
where @ : R x M --+ M is the solution flow of k = w(z), z E M. Inequality (38) alone is enough 
to imply that 
dp (Q(kh, .), $(h, e)) < const(kh) . hP, for all k E N. 
The differentiability assumption on cp implies that cp(h, .) is a C’ self-diffeomorphism of M for h 
sufficiently small and (cf. (5)) 
dc3 (Q(kh,.), cp”(h, .)) I const(]kh]) . h’“(j), forallkEZ, j=O,l,..., r-l. 
Also, Garay [24] and Li [25] work in this setting. Returning to Theorem 2.2, the proof works 
with triple (R”, f, M) replaced by triple (M,‘u, IM). The definition of the various dcj metrics 
in (l)-(3) should be modified only: each function having range in M should be left-composed by 
embedding e. Formula (37) when compared to (4) provides an example. 
Concluding the paper, we show that the relationship between the local unstable manifolds 
IP(f, V) and WU(cp(h, .), U) established in Theorem 2.2.B extends to a relationship between the 
global unstable manifolds WC(f) and W&,, (cp(h, e)). 
For brevity, we say that R is a regular subset of w&(f) and t? = {(Pi, Vi)}iel is a regular 
coordinate atlas on R if M C int( R), I is finite, {V’} z~l is an open cover of R in W&(f), R and 
Q = u{cl(Vi) 1 i E I} are compact, Q is negatively @-invariant, A4 is the maximal invariant set 
in Q, and Pi is a C” diffeomorphism on an open neighbourhood of cl(Vi) in W%(f) onto an 
open subset of Rd. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose that all conditions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. Then there exists an 
injective C’ immersion 0: : W&(f) + R” such that 
WZi,JAh> .)I = G P%(f)) 3 
and for each regular subset R of W&(f) with regular atlas B, 
max sup { 
i~Iande=O,l,... ,j} 5 Khp”(j), 
(39) 
j=O,l,..., r-l. 
PROOF. SKETCH. By using Liapunov theory, construct and fix such a regular subset R of W&(f) 
that R c WU(f, V) and 8R is a codimension one compact C” submanifold of W&(f). Applying 
the main result of [26], there is an injective C’ immersion Jh of W&(f)\M onto W&,, (cp(h, .))\Mh 
with a full &)-hierarchy of inequalities. Though 3 1 aR and c7;, 1 dR are not ezactly the same, 
they can be glued together on a collar of dR. 
The metric topology induced by the seminorms in (39) is termed as the jth weak topology 
on Cj(W&(f),R”). Inequality (39) means that W&(f) + W&,,(cp(h, e)) in the (T - 2)th weak 
topology. The prototype of Corollary 5.1 for A4 being a hyperbolic equilibrium was proved in [21]. 
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